
MAGIC REFERENCE
 ver. 2013/10/23.   For up-to-date version check    http://www.zembol.pl/LoresOfMagic.pdf

or   http://www.zembol.pl/LoresOfMagic_ECO.pdf  for economic printout version.

Lightning hits Flaming hits

AUG – Augment – cast only on friendly units, no LOS / arc restrictions, may be cast in CC
MM – Magic Missile – cast only on enemy units, within front arc, require LOS
HEX – Hex – cast on enemy units only, no LOS / arc restrictions, may be cast in CC
DD – Direct Damage - cast only on enemy units, within front arc, no LOS needed
VTX – Magical Vortex – cast by placing template in base contact with caster (center within caster's arc of sight)
USCNMP - until the start of caster's next magic phase

Lore of High Magic
Shield of Saphery (High Elves) – each time spell is succesfully cast wizard & his unit gain +1 WSv (to max 3+)
Contemplations (Lizardmen) – if a spell is succesfully cast wizard can choose to forget it and generate a new 

one from the same or other lores of magic.

#0 Drain Magic: 7+/14+, Rng: 18”, AUG/HEX; All RIP spells affecting target unit / all units in range are dispelled and 
effects of other spells end imidiately.

#0 Soul Quench: 8+/16+, Rng: 18”, MM; 2D6 / 4D6 S4 hits.
#1 Apotheosis: 5+/10+, Rng: 18"; target regain 1Wo / D3 Wo nad gain Fear USCNMP.
#2 Hand of Glory: 5+/10+, Rng: 18", AUG; increase targets WS, BS, I or M by D3 / increse targets WS, BS, I & M by 

D3 (roll once). Lasts USCNMP.
#3 Walk Between Worlds: 8+/16+, AUG; unengaged unit becomes Ethereal until end of that phase and can 

immediately move up to 10” / 20” as in Remaining Moves sub-phase.
#4 Temptest: 12+, DD; place small round template within 30”, then scatter D6”. All models touched suffer S3 hit (S4 if 

it has Fly rule). If any Wo are caused, target unit suffers -1 to hit (shooting and CC) and Ld. Shooting that 
doesn't use BS fire only on roll of 4+. Lasts USCNMP.

#5 Arcane Unforging: 13+, Rng: 24", DD; target single enemy model and roll D6. On a roll greater then it's 
unmodefied ASv it suffers a Wo with NoASv. Then roll D6 for a random magic item. It is lost on a roll of 2+.

#6 Fiery Convocation: 19+, Rng 24", DD, RIP; All models in target unit suffer S4 hit now and the end of each 
following Magic Phase.

Lore of Dark Magic
Spiteful Conjuration – when a HEX, MM or DD spell from Lore of Dark Magic is succesfully cast & not dispelled, 

target suffers 2D6 / 3D6 S1 Armour Piercing hits for any double / treble in the casting roll.

#0 Power of Darkness: 8+, AUG; caster and his unit unit gain +1S USCNMP. Add D3 Power Dice. If result is 3, caster 
suffers 1 Wo NoASv.

#0 Doombolt: 12+/24+, 18”, MM; 2D6 / 4D6 S5 hits.
#1 Chillwind: 5+, Rng: 24”, MM; 2D6 S2 hits, all models in target unit suffer -1 BS USCNMP.
#2 Word of Pain: 9+/12+, Rng: 24”, HEX; all models in unit suffer -D3 WS & BS / WS, BS, I & S. Lasts USCNMP.
#3 Bladewind: 9+. Rng: 24”, DD: every model in unit must pass WS test or suffer S4 Armour Piercing hit.
#4 Shroud of Despair: 10+, Rng: 12", HEX; all enemy units cannot use Hold Your Ground & Inspiring Presence rules. 

If any target unit fail any Ld test, all target units suffer cumulative -1Ld penalty USCNMP.
#5 Soul Stealer: 11+/14+ Rng: 18"/36”, DD; place small round template within range, then scatter D6”. All models 

touched suffer S2 hit with NoASv. For each wound inflicted roll D6. For each roll of 4+ caster regains 1Wo.
#6 Arnzipal's Black Horror: 15+/25+, Rng: 18", RIP, VTX; place a small / large round template, nominate direction and 

move it artilery dice multiplied by casters magic lvl number of inches. Any model touched must pass S-test or be 
removed (NoASV, but target can use WSv). On misfire place the template with center on caster and scatter D6”. 
In following turns the spell moves in random direction # of inches rolled on artillery dice or is removed on misfire.

Lore of Beasts
WILDHEART – lore of beasts spells cast on any beasts, any cavalry, chariots, monsters, swarms or any 

Beastmen units get -1 casting value.

#0 Wyssan's Wildform: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 12” / 24”, AUG; Target unit gains +1S, +1T USCNMP.
#1 Flock of Doom: 5+ / 8+, Rng: 24” / 48”, MM; 2D6 S2 hits.
#2 Pann's Impenetrable Pelt: 8+, Rng: 12”, AUG; Caster or friendly character gains +3T USCNMP,

OR 16+ Rng: 12”, AUG; all friendly characters including caster gain +3T USCNMP.
#3 The Amber Spear: 9+ / 15+, Rng: 24”, MM; S6 hit causing D3 Wo NoASv / S10 hit causing D6 Wo NoASv. 

Penetrates ranks exactly like bolt thrower.
#4 The Curse of Anraheir: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 36” / 72”, HEX; target unit suffers -1 to hit and treats any terrain except 

impassible as dangerous, failing tests on 1 & 2 instead of 1. Lasts USCNMP.
#5 The Savage Beasts of Horros: 10+, Rng: 12', AUG; caster or friendly character gains +3S +3A USCNMP, OR 20+, 

Rng: 12', AUG; all friendly characters (incl. caster) gain +3S +3A USCNMP.
#6 Transformation of Kadon: 16+, RIP, AUG; caster turns to Feral Manticore, Black Hydra or Horned Dragon. While 

turned cannot use weapons or any magic items, cast spells or channel. Can remain in unit it formerly was. If 
spell ends, any wounds suffered by beast transfer to caster.
OR 20+, RIP, AUG; caster turns to Mountain Chimera or Great Fire Dragon.

Lore of Heavens
ROILING SKIES – All lore of heavens cast against fliers in addition to basic effect cause D6 S4 hits.

#0 Iceshard Blizzard: 7+ / 10+, Rng: 24” / 48”, HEX; target unit suffers -1 to hit (shooting and CC) and Ld. Shooting 
that doesn't use BS fire only on roll of 4+. Lasts USCNMP.

#1 Harmonic Convergence: 6+, Rng: 24”, AUG; target unit re-rolls all 1s rolled for to hit, to wound and ASv,
OR  12+, Rng: 12”, AUG; all friendly units re-rolls all 1s rolled for to hit, to wound and ASv USCNMP

#2 Wind Blast: 7+ / 14+, Rng: 24”, MM; target unit is pushed D3+1” / D6+2” away from caster. If pushed against 
impassible terrain unit suffers D6 S3 hits, if against another unit both suffer D6 S3 hits. If cannot be pushed 
simply suffer D6 S3 hits.

#3 Curse of the Midnight Wind: 10+, 24”, HEX; target unit re-rolls 6s rolled for to hit, to wound and ASv USCNMP,
OR  12+, Rng: 20”, AUG; all enemy units re-rolls all 6s rolled for to hit, to wound and ASv USCNMP

#4 Urannon's Thunderbolt: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 24” / 48”, MM; D6 S6 hits.
#5 Comet of Casandora: 12+; place a marker and roll D6 at start of each magic phase and add a marker on roll of 1-

3. On roll of 4+ the comet strikes causing units in 2D6” suffer 2D6 hits +1 hit for each marker at S4 +1 for each 
marker. OR  24+; the comet starts with 2 markers and at start of each magic phase add 2 markers.

#6 Chain Lighting: 15+, Rng: 24”, DD; D6 S6 hits, then roll D6. On a roll of 3+ target another unit within 6” from initial 
target and resolve hits again. Continue until there are no targets. Unit can only be affected once per turn.

Lore of Metal
METALSHIFTING – all hits count as flaming, and ASvs are not allowed. “To wound” score is always equal to 

model's ASv (failing on 1). Models without ASv cannot be wounded.

#0 Searing Doom: 10+ / 20+, MM; Rng: 24”; D6 / 2D6 hits. NoASv.
#1 Plague of Rust: 7+ / 10+, Rng: 24” / 48”, HEX; Cumulatively reduce ASv by 1 fo rest of the game.
#2 Enchanted Blades of Aiban: 9+ / 12+, Rng: 24” / 48”, AUG; target unit gains +1 to hit (shooting and close combat) 

magical attacks with Armour Piercing rule. Lasts USCNMP.
#3 Glittering Robe: 9+ / 16+, Rng: 12”, AUG: friendly unit / all friendly units gain Scaly Skin (5+) USCNMP.
#4 Gehenna's Golden Hounds: 9+ / 12+, Rng: 12” / 24”, DD; single model suffers D6 hits. Characters benefit from 

“Look Out Sir” rule. NoASv.
#5 Transmutation of Lead: 12+ / 15+; Rng: 24” / 48”, HEX; target unit suffer -1WS, -1BS -1ASv USCNMP.
#6 Final Transmutation: 15+ / 18+, Rng: 18” /  36”, DD; Any model in target unit is removed from play on a roll of 5+ 

(roll of 6+ for multi-wound models). No saves.

Lore of Light
EXORCISM – against Undead and Daemons spells causing number of hits cause additional D6 hits.

#0 Shem's Burning Gaze: 5+ / 15+, Rng: 24” / 48”, MM; D6 S4/S6 hits.
#1 Pha's Protection: 6+ / 12+, Rng: 24”, AUG; all attacks against target unit / all friendly units (shooting or CC) 

suffer -1 to hit. Shooting that doesn't use BS fire only on roll of 4+.
#2 The Speed of Light: 8+, Rng: 24”, AUG; friendly unit have WS10 and I10 USCNMP,

OR 16+, Rng: 12”, AUG; all friendly units has WS10 and I10 USCNMP.
#3 Light of Battle: 9+ / 18+, Rng: 12”, AUG; fleeing friendly unit / all fleeing friendly units rally and automatically 

pass all Ld tests USCNMP.
#4 Net of Amyntok: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 24” / 48”, HEX; target unit must pass a S-test each time it moves or shoots or 

casts spell. If failed target cannot perform action and suffers D6 S4 hits.
#5 Banishment: 10+/ 13+, Rng: 24” / 48”; 2D6 hits of S equal to 4 plus number of wizards that know spells from lore 

of light in 12” from caster. Successful Ward Save rolls against Banishment must be re-roled.
#6 Birona's Timewarp: 12+ / 24+, Rng: 12”, AUG; friendly unit / all friendly units get Mx2, +1A, ASF USCNMP.

Lore of Life
LIFEBLOOM – for each successfully cast spell caster or friendly model within 12” regain 1 wound.

#0 Earth Blood: 8+, AUG; caster and his unit gain regeneration (5+) USCNMP.
#1 Awakening of the Wood: 6+, Rng: 18”, DD; D6 S4 hits (2D6 if partially within forest).
#2 Flesh to Stone: 8+, Rng: 24”, AUG; target unit has +2T USCNMP.
#3 Throne of Vines: 8+, RIP, AUG; caster ignores miscasts on roll of 2+. Additionally: 

- Earth Blood grants Regeneration (4+) - Awakening of the Wood inflicts S6 hits
- Flesh to Stone adds +4T - Regrowth restores D6+1 wounds
- Shield of Thorns inflicts S4 hits.

#4 Shield of Thorns: 9+, RIP, Rng: 24”, AUG; at the end of each magic phase any enemy unit in base contact with 
target suffer 2D6 S3 hits.

#5 Regrowth: 12+ / 15+, Rng: 24” / 48”, AUG: Restore D3+1 models (cavalry counts as 2) starting with champion 
and musician (standard bearers, characters and their mounts cannot be affected).

#6 The Dwellers Below: 18+ / 21+, Rng: 12” / 24”, DD; every model in target unit must pass S-test or is removed.

Lore of Shadow
SMOKE AND MIRRORS - for each successfully cast spell caster can swap places with any friendly character 

of same troop type within 18”.

#0 Melkoth's Mystifying Miasma: 5+, Rng: 48”, HEX; target unit's WS, BS, I or M is reduced by D3 (min 1)
OR 10+, Rng: 48”, HEX; target unit's WS, BS, I and M is reduced by D3 (min. 1, only roll once) USCNMP.

#1 Steed of Shadows: 5+, Rng: 12”, AUG; caster or friendly character can make a fly move as in Remaining Moves.
#2 The Enfeebling Foe: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 18” / 36”, RIP, HEX; all models in unit suffer -D3 S (min 1).
#3 The Withering: 13+ / 16+, Rng: 18” / 36”, RIP, HEX; all models in unit suffer -D3 T (to min 1).
#4 The Penumbral Pendulum: 13+ / 18+, Rng: 6D6” / 2x6D6”, DD; draw a straight line from caster. Each model 

touched must pass I-test or suffer S10 hit causing D3 wounds.
#5 Pit of Shades: 14+ / 17+, Rng: 24”, DD; place a small / large template within range and scatter D6” / 2D6”. Each 

model touched must pass I-test or be removed from play.
#6 Okkam's Mindrazor: 18+ / 21+, Rng: 18” / 36”, AUG; models in target unit use their Ld instead of S (ignoring 

weapon bonuses). Lasts USCNMP.

Lore of Fire
KINDLEFLAME – all hits inflicted by lore of fire are flaming. When casting a DD or MM lore of fire spell against 

a unit, that already has been affected by DD or MM lore of fire spell add D3 to casting roll.

#0 Fireball: 5+ / 10+ / 18+, Rng: 24” / 36” / 48”, MM; D6 / 2D6 / 3D6 S4 hits.
#1 Cascading Fire-Cloak: 5+, AUG, RIP; At the end of each magic phase units in b2b with caster &/or his unit 

suffer 2D6 S4 hits.
#2 Flaming Sword of Rhuin: 8+ / 11+, Rng: 24” / 48”, AUG; target unit gains +1 to wound (shooting and close 

combat) flaming & magical attacks. Lasts USCNMP.
#3 The Burning Head: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 18” / 36”, DD; Draw straight line from caster. Each model in the way 

suffers S4 hit. If unit takes any casualties it must take a panic test.
#4 Piercing Bolts of Burning: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 24” / 48”, MM; D3 S4 hits for each rank of 5 or more models.
#5 Fulminating Flame Cage: 11+ / 14+, Rng: 24” / 48”, HEX; D6 S4 hits. If target unit moves, each model takes 

S4 hit, and the spell ends. Lasts USCNMP.
#6 Flame Storm: 13+ / 16+, Rng: 30”, DD; place small / large template anywhere in range and scatter it D6” / 

2D6”. Any model touched suffers S4 hit.

Lore of Death
LIFE LEECHING – for each unsaved wound roll a dice and add a power dice for each roll of 5+.

#0 Spirit Leech: 7+ / 10+, Rng: 12” / 24”,DD; target single model, both players roll D6 and add their unmodified Ld. 
For every point the caster wins target suffers a wound with NoASv.

#1 Aspect of the Dreadknight: 4+ / 9+, Rng: 24”, AUG; target unit causes fear / terror USCNMP.
#2 The Caress of Laniph: 6+ / 12+, Rng: 12” / 24”, DD; single model suffers 2D6 – targets S hits causing wounds on 

4+ with NoASv.
#3 Soulblight: 9+ / 18+, Rng: 24”, HEX; target unit / all enemy unit suffer -1S -1T (to min 1) USCNMP.
#4 Doom and Darkness: 10+ / 13+, Rng: 24” / 48”, RiP; HEX; target suffers -3Ld.
#5 The Fate of Bjuna: 13+, Rng: 12”, DD: single model suffers 2D6 – targets T hits causing wounds on 2+ with 

NoASv. If it survives it is subjected to stupidity for rest of game.
#6 The Purple Sun of Xereus: 15+ / 25+, RIP, VTX; place a small / large template, nominate direction and move it 

3x artillery dice ”. Any model touched must pass I-test or be removed (no saves). On misfire place the 
template with center on caster and scatter D6”. In following turns the spell moves in random direction number 
of inches rolled on artillery dice or is removed on misfire.

Lore of the Wild
#0 Bestial Surge: 7+ to cast; All friendly units in 6” move D6+1 to the nearest visible enemy (straight forward if no 

enemy in sight). Units stop 1” from each other.
#1 Viletide: 7+ to cast; Rng: 24”; Magic Missile; 5D6 S1 hits.
#2 Devolve: 9+ to cast; All enemy units in 12” make a Ld test and lose Wo equal to the amount the test was failed 

by. NoASv.
#3 Bray-Scream: 10+ to cast; Png: 12”; Friendly character or caster make S3 breath weapon attack. NoASv.
#4 Traitor-kin: 10+ to cast; Rng: 12”; All enemy mounted units/chariots/monster w/handlers sutter hits equal to the 

mounts A at mounts S. Save bonuses for being mounted and barding are ignored.
#5 Mantle of Ghorok: 13+ to cast; Rng: 6”; friendly character or caster gain +D6A & +D6S (max 10) until the end off 

opponent's turn. On roll of 1 suffer a Wo with no saves of any kind.
#6 Savage Dominion: 16+ to cast; caster may summon Jabberslythe, Giant or Ghorgon. Place representing model 

at table's edge. While creature on table caster cannot cast or dispell spells or attack in CC. If beast suffers 
wound caster makes To test, and take a Wo with no saves if failed. If caster is killed immediately remove beast 
from table.

Lore of Great Maw
BLOODGRUEL- after each successfully cast spell roll D6: 1 - caster suffers S6 hit, 2-6 – caster

recovers 1 wound (to starting number of wounds) and adds 1 to next casting attempts.

#0 Spinemarrow: 6+/9+; Rng: 12"/24"; AUG; target unit gain Stuborn USCNMP.
#1 Bonecrusher: 8+/11+; Rng: 18"/36"; MM; 2D6 S2 hits NoASv.
#2 Bullgorger: 7+; Rng: 12"; AUG; friendly unit/all friendly units in range have +1S USCNMP.
#3 Toothcracker: 8+/16+; Rng: 12"; AUG; friendly unit/all friendly units in range have +1T USCNMP.
#4 Braingobbler: 9+/12+; Rng: 18"/36"; HEX; target unit must take Panic test. ITP units are uneffected USCNMP.
#5 Trollguts: 12+/20+; Rng: 12"; AUG; friendly unit/all friendly units in range gain Regeneration USCNMP.
#6 The Maw: 15+/21+; Rng: 18"; DD; place small/large round template anywhere in range and scatter using artillery 

dice. On misfire opponent repositions and scatters the template. All models under the template must take I-
test. If passed model suffers S3 hit, if not, it suffers S7 hit causing D6 Wounds.



Lore of Nehekhara
THE RESTLESS DEAD – each time an AUG spell is successfully cast at a friendly Undead Nekh. unit, target 

regains D3+1 wounds/models. Animated Constructs can only regain 1 Wo per turn.

#0 Khsar's Incantation of Desert Wind: 8+ / 16+; AUG; Rng: 12” / 24'; All unengaged friendly Undead Nekh. units can 
make a normal move (as in remaining moves). Each unit can be moved only once per turn.

#1 Djaf's Incantation of Cursed Blades: 7+ / 10+; AUG; Rng: 12” / 24”; target gain Killing Blow in CC. If it already has 
KB or Heroic KB rule it takes effect on roll of 5 & 6. Lasts USCNMP.

#2 Neru's Incantation of Protection: 9+ / 18+; AUG; Rng: 12”;  friendly Undead Nekh. unit / all friendly Undead Nekh. 
units gain 5+ WSv. Lasts USCNMP.

#3 Ptra's Incantation of Righteous Smithing: 9+ / 18+; AUG; Rng: 12”;  target gains +1At (incl. mounts). Models 
armed with bow / giant bow gain Multiple Shot (2). If boosted version is cast all friendly Undead Nekh. units 
within 24” are affected. Lasts USCNMP.

#4 Usirian's Incantation of Vengeance: 10+ / 13+; HEX; Rng: 18” / 36”; target unit suffers -D3 to Mv (to min 1) and 
must pass Dangerous Terrain test each time it moves for any reason. Lasts USCNMP.

#5 Usekhp's Incantation of Desiccation: 11+ / 22+; HEX; Rng: 24”; target suffers -1T & -1S (to min 1). If boosted 
version is casted target suffers -D3T & -D3S (to min 1). Lasts USCNMP.

#6 Sakhmet's Incantation of the Skullstorm: 15+ / 25+; RiP; VTX; place small / large template, nominate direction and 
move it number of inches equal casters lvl x artilery dice roll . On misfire place template over caster and move it 
number of inches equal to caster lvl in random direction. Every model passed or under template suffers S4 hit. In 
following turns spell moves number of inches equal to Artilery Dice roll in random direction (remove on misfire).

Lore of Nurgle
Bloated with Disease (WoCh) – after resolving a succesfully cast spell from LoN, roll D6. On “6” wizards Wo & T are 

both +1 for the rest of the game.
Children of Nurgle (DoCh) - Roll D6 for each unsaved Wo caused by LoN. Choose one unit of Plaguebearers or 
Nurglings within 12” of caster. Add 1 Plaguebearer for each roll of 5+ or add 1 Nurgling base for each roll of 6+.

#0 Stream of Corruption: 7+, DD; place teardrop template with narrow end touching the wizard. All models touched 
must pass T-test or suffer a Wo with NoASv.

#1 Miasma of Pestilence: 5+/10+, Rng: 18”, AUG; enemy models in B2B with target suffer -1/-D3 WS & I USCNMP.
#2 Blades of Putrefaction: 8+, Rng: 12”, AUG; target gains Poisoned Attacks (Close Combat only). Units that already 

have Poisoned Attacks wound automatically on roll of 5+ instead of 6. Lasts USCNMP.
#3 Curse of the Leper:10+/13+, Rng: 18”/36”, AUG or HEX; target gains +D3 T or target suffers -D3 T USCNMP.
#4 Rancid Visitations: 10+, Rng: 18”, MM; target suffers D6 S5 hits. After resolving effects target must pass a T-test or 

suffer additional D6 D5 hits. This continues until a T-test is passed or the unit is destroyed.
#5 Fleshy Abundance: 11+/22+, Rng: 18”, AUG; target unit / all friendly units in range gain Regeneration (5+) or its 

Regeneration is improved by 1 (to max. 2+). Lasts USCNMP.
#6 Plague Wind: 15+/25+, RIP, VTX; place a small / large round template, nominate direction and move it artilery dice 

multiplied by casters magic level number of inches. Any model touched must pass T-test or 1Wo NoASv. On 
misfire place the template with center on caster and scatter casters lvl number of inches. In following turns the 
spell moves in random direction number of inches rolled on artillery dice or is removed on misfire.

Lore of Slaanesh
Bliss in Torment (WoC) - for each unsaved Wo caused by LoS, roll D6. For each “6” wizards WS, I & A are +1 USCNMP.
Born of Damnations (DoC) - Roll D6 for each unsaved Wo caused by LoS. Choose one unit of Daemonettes or Fiends 

of Slaanesh within 12” of caster. Add 1 Daemonette for each roll of 5+ or add 1 Fiend for each roll of 6+.

#0 Lash of Slaanesh: 6+, Rng: 24”, DD; draw a straight line from caster. Each model passed suffers S3 AP hit .
#1 Acquiescence: 6+/9+, Rng: 24”/48”, HEX; target gain ASL and Random Movement (D6) rules. Lasts USCNMP.
#2 Pavane of Slaanesh: 7+/10+, Rng: 24”/48”, DD; single model must pass Ld-test using 3D6 or suffer 1Wo NoASv.
#3 Hysterical Frenzy: 8+, Rng: 24”, RIP, AUG or HEX; target gains Frenzy rule (not lost after loosing a CC). If target 

already has Frenzy it gains +2A instead of +1. At the end of each caster's magic phase target suffers D6 S3 hits.
#4 Slicing Shards: 10+, Rng: 24”, MM; target suffers D6 S4 AP hits. After resolving effects target must pass a Ld-test 

or suffer additional D6 S4 AP hits. This continues until a Ld-test is passed or the unit is destroyed.
#5 Phantasmagoria: 10+/20+, Rng: 24”, HEX; target unit / all enemy units in range roll additional D6 when testing Ld 

and discard the lowest one. Lasts USCNMP.
#6 Cacophonic Chior: 12+/24+, Rng: 12” HEX;  target unit / all enemy units in range suffers 2D6 hits wounding on 4+ 

NoASv.  If any Wo are caused, target gain ASL and Random Movement (D6) rules. Lasts USCNMP.

Lore of Tzeentch
Boon of Magic (WoCh) - All hits caused by LoT use Warpflame rule. When a wizard succesfully casts a spell from LoT, 

add a Power Dice for each “6” in the casting roll. Only this wizard can use those additional dice.
Fires of Change (DoCh) – All hits caused by LoT use Warpflame rule. Roll D6 for each unsaved Wo caused by LoT. 

Choose one unit of Pink Horrors or Screamers within 12” of caster. Add 1 Pink Horror for each roll of 4+ or add 1 
Screamer for each roll of 6+.

#0 Blue Fire of Tzeentch: 5+/8+, Rng: 24”/48”, MM; D6 SD6 hits.
#1 Treason of Tzeentch: 7+/10+, Rng: 24”/48”, HEX; target unit must use lowest Ld in the unit and cannot use 

Inspiring Presence & Hold Your Ground rules.
#2 Pink Fire of Tzeentch: 8+, DD; place teardrop template with narrow end touching the wizard, then move it number 

of inches equal to artilery dice roll. Each model touched suffers SD6 hit. On missfire templete doesn't move.
#3 Bolt of Change: 8+, Rng:24”, MM; target suffers single hit with SD6+4, causing D3 Wo, and penetrating ranks like 

a bolt thrower. No ASv.
#4 Glean Magic: 8+, Rng: 18”, DD; target an enemy wizard. Both target and caster roll D6 and add magic lvl. If caster 

wins, target suffers S3 hit, loses 1 lvl, and forgets 1 random spell. If caster doesn't know this spell he gains it 
(spell always use Lore of Tzeentch attribute). If target wins nothing happens.

#5 Tzeentch's Firestorm: 13+/16+, DD; place small / large round template within 30”, then scatter D6” / 2D6”. All 
models touched suffer SD6 hit.

#6 Infernal Gateway: 16+, Rng: 24”, DD; target suffers 2D6 S2D6 hits. If S>10 Is rolled, target suffers 3D6 S10 hits.

Lore of Vampires
The Course of the Undeath – for each successfully cast spell caster or friendly model within 12” regains 1Wo. 

#0 Invocation of Nehek: 6+/12+/18+, Rng: 6"/12”/18”, AUG; All units within range regain wounds: D6+wizard lvl for 
infantry, 1+wizard lvl for other units. Vampires, Etherals & Large Targets only regain 1 Wo.

#1 Vanhel's Danse Macabre: 6+/12+, Rng: 12", AUG; target friendly Undead unit / all friendly Undead units re-roll To 
Hit in CC. Unengaged units can make 8” move (as in remaining moves phase). LUSCNMP.

#2 Hellish Vigour: 8+/16+, Rng: 12”, AUG; target friendly Undead unit / all friendly Undead units re-roll To Wound in 
CC. LUSCNMP.

#3 Gaze of Nagash: 9+/12+, Rng: 24"/48”, Magic Missile; 2D6 S4 hits.
#4 Raise Dead: 9+/14+, Rng: 18"; No LoS or Arc restrictions. Summon 2D6+3 Zombies / Skeleton Warriors.
#5 Curse of Years: 12+, Rng: 18”, RIP, HEX; Roll a D6 for each model in target unit. Models lose 1W on 6+.  At end 

of every magic phase  to W roll is reduced by 1 (5+, 4+ etc) to a maximum of 2+. No ASv.
#6 Wind of Death: 15+/25+, VTX; place a small / large template, nominate direction and move it 3x artillery dice 

inches. Any unit passed over or touched suffer D6 S3/S4 hits for each rank with NoASv. On misfire place the 
template with center on caster and scatter D6”. In following turns the spell moves in random direction number of 
inches rolled on artillery dice or is removed on misfire.

Lore of Athel Loren
#1 Tree-Singing: 4+, Rng: 18"; Moves one forest D3+1" or causes D6 S5 hits on unit in forest.
#2 Fury of the Forest: 6+, Rng: 18"; D6 S4 hits, if target within 6" of wood S5.
#3 The Hidden Path: 7+, Rng: 18"; Unit cannot be harmed by non-magic missiles and treat all difficult terrain as open. 

Lasts until caster's next magic phase.
#4 The Twilight Host: 8+, Rng: 18"; Unit causes fear (or terror if already causing fear). Lasts USCNMP.
#5 Ariel's Blessing: 9+, Rng: 18"; Unit gains regeneration. Lasts until caster's next magic phase.

#6 Call of the Hunt: 11+, Rng: 18"; Unit moves 2D6" towards nearest enemy in LoS (may only hold as reaction). If no 
enemy in LoS unit moves straight forward. If cast into combat unit gains +1At (not mounts). USCNMP.

Skaven Spells of Ruin
#1 Skitterleap: 5+ to cast; Rng: 12”; Friendly character (except Vermin Lord) even in HtH may be placed anywhere 

on table 1” away from enemy models.
#2 Warp Lightning: 6+ to cast; Rng: 24; Magic Missile; D6 S5 hits. On roll of 1 caster hit instead.
#3 Howling Warpgate: 7+ to cast;Flying creatures must use their basic move (cannot fly), all not skaven shooting 

suffers additional -1 to hit modifier, Effect lasts until start of casters next magic phase.
#4 Death Frenzy: 9+ to cast;Rng18”, HtH; friendly unit gains Frenzy with +2At instead of +1 until beaten in combat. 

Efects of Frenzy & Death Frenzy do not stack. Death frenzy unit suffers D6 automatic wounds NoASv at end 
of each friendly turn.

#5 Scorch: 10+ to cast; Rng24; Place 3” template, any model touched suffers S4 flaming hit. Any unsaved 
wounds cause panic.

#6 Cracks Call: 11+ to cast. Draw 4D6” straight line from caster in his arc of sight. Any models touched make In test 
or removed. War machines & chariots roll 5+ on D6 or are destroyed. Buildings collapse on 5+, models inside 
make In test or are removed. Replace building with ruins, place survivors outside, so at least 1 model is 
touching ruins. Any models that do not fit are removed.

Skaven Spells of Plague
#1 Pestilent Breath : 5+ to cast, Place a flame template touching caster in his arc of sight. Any models touched 

suffer a S2 hit NoASv. In close combat enemy suffer D6 S2 hits NoASv.
#2 Bless with Filth: 7+ to cast; Rng: 12”; HtH; Friendly unit gain poisoned attacks in CC until the end of next player 

turn. If already have poisoned attacks then hit 0n 5+ instead of 6+.
#3 Wither: 8+ to cast; Rng: 12”, HtH; all models in enemy unit has -1To for the rest of battle. If To is reduced to 0 

models are removed as casualties.
#4 Vermintide: 8+ to cast. Place large template at casters feet and move it in a straight line 4D6”. Spell cannot pass 

impassable terrain or water feature. Any units touched suffer 3D6 S2 hits. In close combat choose one enemy 
unit that will suffer hits.

#5 Cloud of Corruption: 11+ to cast; Roll D6 for each unit in 12” (friend or foe). Enemy is affected on 2+, friendly 
units on 4+, Clan Pestilens on 5+. Affected units suffer D6 S5 hits NoASv.

#6 Plague: 13+ to cast; Rng: 18”; HtH; Every model in unit must pass To test or suffer 1Wo NoASv (all units in 
combat). Then roll D6. 1 – oppnent may choose to end spell or target a unit in 12” from orginal target, work out 
results and roll again, 2-4 spell ends, 5-6 casting player chooses new target in 12” from orginal target, work 
out results and roll again.

Curse of the Horned Rat: 25+ to cast; Rng: 24”; LOS; target infantry unit. 4D6 models turns into clanrats. If all models 
in target unit are turned, replace them with clanrats (with allowed equipment and/or command). If not – remove rolled 

number of models as casualties.

Spells of da Little Waaagh
SNEAKY STEALIN' – when a spell is successfully cast roll a die. On 5+ take 1 of opponent's Dispel Dice and 

add it to caster's Power Dice pool.

#0 Sneaky Stubbin': 6+, Rng: 12”, AUG; target gain Armour Piercing and re-roll to hit and to wound when attacking 
enemy's unit flank or rear. Lasts USCNMP.

#1 Vindictive Glare: 5+ / 10+, Rng: 24”, MM; 2D6 / 3D6 S3 hits.
#2 Gift of the Spider-God: Rng: 12”, AUG; target gains Poisoned Attacks. Units that already have Poisoned Attacks 

wound automatically on roll of 5+ instead of 6. Lasts USCNMP.
#3 Itchy Nuisance: 8+, Rng: 24”, HEX; target suffers -D6 M & I (to min 1). Units with random movement lose D3 

dice (to min 1) when rolling for distance. Lasts USCNMP.
#4 Gork'll Fix It: 8+, Rng: 24”, HEX; target must re-roll all 6s rolled to hit, to wound & ArSv. Lasts USCNMP.
#5 Night Shroud: 9+ / 15+, AUG: shaman and his unit / all friendly units in 12” count as being in soft cover. Enemy 

models charging into base contact with affected unit must pass Dangerous Terrain test. USCNMP.
#6 Curse of da Bad Moon: 15+ / 25+, VTX; place small round template and move it 4D6” in any direction. Each 

model under or passed by template must pass characteristic test or suffer a wound NoASv. Type of test is 
determined each magic phase (before moving template) by a roll of D6: 1-2: S-test, 3-4: T-test, 5-6: I-test.
In boosted version type of test is chosen by casting player, and the big round template is used.
In subsequent turns template moves 3D6” in random direction.

Spells of da Big Waaagh
POWER OF DA WAAAGH!– S value or S bonus of spells is +1 if there are more friendly units engaged in CC 

then fleeing.

#0 Gaze of Mork: 7+ / 10+, DD; draw a straight 4D6” / 8D6” line from caster. Any model touched suffers S4 hit.
#1 Brain Bursta: 6+ / 9+, Rng: 18” / 36”, DD; single enemy model suffers S5 hit. May target as with Sniper rule.
#2 Fists of Gork: 8+, AUG, RiP; shaman gains +3A, +3S & 6+ WSv.
#3 The Hand of Gork: 9+ / 14+, Rng: 24”, AUG; remove a single model from unit and place it anywhere within 

3D6” / 5D6”, then replace rest of the unit keeping the formation and models original location within the unit. 1” 
apart restriction applies.

#4 'Eadbutt: 9+ / 12+, DD; enemy wizard within 4D6” / 8D6” suffers S4 hit NoASv causing D3 wounds.
#5 'Ere We Go!: 11+, AUG; shaman & all orc units within 2D6” may re-roll to hit rolls in CC. Lasts USCNMP.
#6 Foot of Gork: 15+ / 18+, DD; place Foot of Gork template withing 36” and scatter it D6” in the same facing. Each 

model touched suffers S6 hit causing D3 wounds. If boosted version cast after hits are resolved roll D6. 1: 
opponent places template anywhere on table and scatters it D6”. After hits are resolved the spell ends, 2-3: 
the spell ends, 4-6: place template again (may target the same unit again), scatter, resolve and roll on this 
table.

Lore of Hashut
KILLING FIRE– add D3 to casting total when targeting Flamable unit with a MM or DD spell

#0 Breath of Hatred: 6+ / 15+, Rng: 12” AUG; friendly unit / all friendly units gain Hatred rule.
#1 Burning Wrath: 6+ / 12+, Rng: 8”, MM; D6 / 2D6 S6 hits.
#2 Dark Subjugation: 8+, Rng: 24”, HEX: Taget must pass Ld-test at Ld -3 or suffer permanent -1Ld.
#3 Curse of Hashut: 10+, Rng: 18”, DD; target enemy model suffers 2D6-To hits wounding on 4+, NoASv.
#4 Ash Storm: 12+, Rng: 24”, HEX; target suufers -1 to hit in CC & -2 to hit when shooting, can only use base Mv, 

cannot march, charge or fly and is Flammable. Affected wizards can only cast spells on themselves. Lasts 
USCNMP.

#5 Hell Hammer: 13+ / 18+, DD; draw a 3D6” line from caster, any model touched must pass I-test or suffer S6 hit 
causing D6 Wo. Any casualties cause panic test.

#6 Flames of Azgorh: 18+ / 25+, DD, LoS; place small / large template and scatter it D6”. Any model touched 
suffers S6 hit causing D6 Wo. Model under hole must pass T-test at 2 or is slain instantly (no saves).

M
IS
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! 2-4 Place large template with center on wizard. Each model touched (incl. caster) suffer S10 

hit. Roll D6: on 1-3 wizard is removed from play, on 4+ D6 power dice are lost.

5-6 Place small template with center on wizard. Each model touched (incl. caster) suffer S10 
hit and D6 power dice are lost. 

7 Every model in B2B with wizard suffers S10 hit and D6 power dice are lost.

8-9 Caster and all friendly characters that generate power dice or with channeling ability suffer 
S6 hit and D6 power dice are lost. 

10-12 Caster looses D3 magic levels and forgets a spell for each level lost (incl. spell that caused 
miscast) and skips rest of magic phase.

Bug reports!
Please post bug information to: zembol@zembol.pl 

Thanks for helping me making it better!
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